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Biosphere pathogenic zones "Onko" and "Crohn" (BPZ) (according to the 
classification of Academician VA Nekrasov [1, 2, 3]) have a harmful effect on 
people, animals, plants and liquid media.

The first studies were carried out using the hardware-software complex 
"IMEDIS-EXPERT" by the method of vegetative resonance test on the effect of water 
on the human body, taken from sources placed in the rays of the biospheric 
pathogenic zones "Onko" and "Krona".

1. 27 people were involved in the research, healthy
volunteers between the ages of 18 and 45, including 12 people of the left type and 15 
people of the right type.

2. All studies were conducted as a double-blind experiment.
3. The preparatory period included testing for the following

parameters: determination of the type of person (left or right); the degree of 
geopathogenic load or its absence; presence or absence of false polarity; biological 
indices; the presence or absence of cancer indices, Crohn's disease; immunological 
indices; reserves of adaptation.

4. Conducting research:
A) Vessels with water (glass jar with a capacity of 1 l) taken from a source 

located in the Onko BPZ and without BPZ exposure were placed in turn in the 
immediate vicinity of the volunteers' body for 7 minutes, after which control testing 
was carried out. As a result of exposure
"Oncological" water on the human body was tested geopathogenic load 2-3 
degrees, false polarity, onco-indices (before the experiment were not tested, or 
were of lower potency), biological indices increased on average by 1-2 cu. (in some 
cases 2-3 cu), the adaptation reserves decreased by one or two lines, the tension of 
the immune system increased, and in some cases it reached exhaustion.

Water taken from springs outside the Onko and Krona zones (healthy water) did 
not have a negative effect on the organisms of the volunteers.

B) When a vessel with water taken from a source located in the Crohn's zone 
was placed in the immediate vicinity of the volunteers' bodies, indices indicating 
the presence of Crohn's disease were tested. In addition, the biological age of the 
organism increased by 2–3 units, the adaptation reserves decreased from 
“medium” to “low” parameters, the tension of the immune system increased, and 
in some volunteers, the tension of the immune system reached exhaustion.

Healthy water, taken outside the Onko and Krona zones, did not have a harmful 
effect on the volunteers' bodies.

C) 1. Vessels with water (glass jar with a capacity of 1 l) from the zone of the 
biosphere space free from BPZ, for 12 hours were placed next to a vessel with 
water (glass jar with a capacity of 1 l) taken from sources located in BPZ 
"Krona" (patient water "Kronovskaya") and "Onko" (sick water "oncological"). Then 
these vessels with healthy and diseased water were placed in the immediate
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proximity to the surveyed volunteers for 7 min.
During the experiment, the following were obtained results:
1. As a result of the impact of sick water "oncological" on the body

In humans, the geopathogenic load of 2–3 st., false polarity, oncoindexes (were not 
previously detected or were of lower potency) were tested, biological indices 
increased on average by 1–2 cu. (in some cases 2-3 cu), the adaptation reserves 
decreased by one or two lines, the tension of the immune system increased, and in 
some cases it reached exhaustion.

2. Upon contact of sick water "oncological" with healthy water,
the latter affected the body of the volunteers in the same way as the sick water 
"oncological": in the human body, the geopathogenic load of 2-3 degrees was 
tested, false polarity, onco-indices, biological indices increased on average by 2-3 
cu, decreased reserves adaptation by one or two lines, the tension of the immune 
system increased, and in some cases it reached exhaustion. That is, healthy water 
upon contact with sick water "oncological" acquired the properties of sick water 
"oncological".

3. When placing
close proximity indicating the 
presence

The indices of Crohn's disease were tested in 
vessels with sick water "Kronovskaya" from the 
body of the volunteers. In addition, the

the biological age of the organism by 2–3 units, the adaptation reserves decreased 
from the parameters "medium" to "low", the tension of the immune system 
increased, and in some volunteers the tension of the immune system reached 
exhaustion.

4. When sick water "kronovskaya" comes into contact with healthy water, the latter
affected the body of the volunteers in the same way as the sick water 
"Kronovskaya". In the human body, indices indicating the presence of Crohn's 
disease were tested, the biological age of the body increased by 2-3 units, the 
adaptation reserves decreased from “medium” to “low” parameters, the tension of 
the immune system increased, and in some volunteers, the tension of the immune 
system reached exhaustion. That is, healthy water upon contact with sick water 
"Kronovskaya" acquired the properties of sick water "Kronovskaya".

Thus, at close contact of vessels with healthy water and vessels with sick 
water taken from springs located in the Onko and Krona zones, healthy water 
acquired, respectively, the properties of “oncological” and “Kronovka” water; the 
water is clean, i.e. taken outside the zones "Onko" or "Crohn", did not have any 
effect on the human body.

E) A vessel with clean water was placed for 12 hours in the immediate vicinity 
of a patient with cancer. Then this vessel with water was placed in the immediate 
vicinity of the volunteers. After 7 minutes. each volunteer was tested. As a result of 
exposure to this water, the volunteers showed the appearance of the following 
load characteristics: geopathogenic load, false polarity, onco-indices, a decrease in 
adaptation reserves, biological indices increased by 2–3 c.u. That is, healthy water 
after contact with a cancer patient
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acquired the properties of sick water "oncological".
F) A vessel with sick water "Kronovskaya" and "oncological" was placed on the 

matrix modulators of Vladimir Nekrasov for a day. Then these vessels with water 
were placed near the volunteers for 7 minutes, after having removed the 
background values   from them. Testing of volunteers after exposure to water, 
which underwent recovery on modulators, showed that the baseline values   of the 
volunteers did not change. That is, sick water "Kronovskaya" and "oncological" in 
contact with the matrix modulators of Vladimir Nekrasov became healthy.

Conclusions:
1. The results of the conducted experiments show that biosphere

pathogenic zones "Onco" and "Crohn" have a negative impact on water, which, in 
turn, negatively affects the human body.

2. "Oncological" or "Kronovskaya" water changes the properties of healthy
water through glass vessels. Healthy water becomes, respectively, "oncological" or 
"Kronovka".

3. A person with cancer affects healthy water,
which becomes sick with "oncological" water.

4. Vladimir Nekrasov's modulators completely restore the patient
water "kronovskaya" and "oncological", making it healthy, i.e. safe for the human 
body.
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